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Whole genome sequencing (WGS) projects for model mammalian organisms
exposed the magnitude to which transposable elements (TEs) have contributed to DNA
content, but led to inferences on repeat composition and activity patterns which do not
capture the true diversity within Mammalia. Understanding of the evolutionary
importance of TEs and the development of TEs for biological applications are hindered
when considering only the data gathered from a limited sampling of model organisms.
The research presented here begins with analysis of a mouse lemur WGS dataset,
revealing an exception in the primate lineage to the generalizations garnered from model
organisms. A recently active TE was uncovered with evidence of horizontal transfer
involving a primate and another mammal; this discovery may lead to a useful transfection
vector with known efficacy in mammalian cells. Furthermore, an opportunity to observe
atypical patterns of TE diversification within a mammalian family was achieved through
survey sequencing and comparative analyses of five vespertilionid taxa and a
phyllostomid outgroup. A potential inverse relationship between the two classes of TEs

was tentatively described, and further explored by an in-depth analysis of the dominant
TE family from each class in a species with WGS data available. The interplay of the two
classes could not previously be investigated in mammals, due to ~40 million years of
Class II TE inactivity in model organisms. Through exploration of activity patterns of
both classes, this study provides insight on the relationship between TEs and their host.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Transposable elements (TEs) are ubiquitous genomic components throughout
Eukaryota, yet much remains to be discovered of their impact on mammalian evolution.
Whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing projects of model organisms revealed
seemingly consistent observations. The bulk of mammalian repetitive landscapes are
composed of Class I TEs, the retrotransposons, which are still actively mobilizing. In
humans for instance, nearly 45% of the genome arose from Class I retrotransposons
(LANDER et al. 2001) and the most prevalent of these, Alu, produces a new insertion
approximately once in every twenty births (CORDAUX et al. 2006). Their copy-and-paste
movement within a host genome leads to high representation, while the Class II DNA
transposons move via cut-and-paste methods and thus are usually present in much lower
copy numbers.
Class II transposons are useful molecular tools as vectors, but development in
mammalian systems has thus far relied on TEs recovered from fish or insects
(FESCHOTTE 2006; GEURTS et al. 2003; MISKEY et al. 2005). Less than 3% of the human
genome has been identified as Class II TEs, which appear to be extinct (no longer capable
of mobility). Similar data from other organisms (primates, dog, mouse, rat, opossum)
indicated a general loss of transposon activity roughly 40 million years ago (Mya) (GIBBS
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et al. 2004; LINDBLAD-TOH et al. 2005; MIKKELSEN et al. 2007; PACE and FESCHOTTE
2007; WATERSTON et al. 2002). However, more recent analyses suggest this pattern does
not encompass all of Mammalia and indicate instead a more complex history of TE
activity which cannot be surmised solely from analysis of model organisms.
The first exception to be recognized is Myotis lucifugus, the little brown bat,
which exhibits a higher level of Class II TEs and invasions by multiple repeat families
after other mammals appeared to have lost Class II activity (PRITHAM and FESCHOTTE
2007; RAY et al. 2008; RAY et al. 2007). Since then, several cases of horizontal transfer
have been shown to involve mammals, and vespertilionid bats are prominently featured
(GILBERT et al. 2010; NOVICK et al. 2010; PACE et al. 2008; THOMAS et al. 2011). These
cases suggest that new WGS projects for mammalian taxa might likewise contain
evidence for recent Class II activity and lateral transfer events. This dissertation focuses
on mammalian genomes carrying simultaneously active Class I and Class II TEs which
could not previously be addressed in mammals.
In chapter II, I examine the genome of the grey mouse lemur (Microcebus
murinus). A WGS draft sequence became available shortly after the first evidence that a
shutdown of Class II activity did not extend to all mammals. Therefore, I examined this
strepsirrhine and raised the question of whether the loss of Class II activity included all
primates. Activity profiles for several transposons are provided as evidence of more
recent activity. Indeed, novel Class II TEs are present in this genome and at least one is
involved in horizontal transfer events involving primates and bats.
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One problem with these types of analyses is the need for large amounts of
genomic data. However, sequencing and assembling entire genomes of eukaryotic taxa is
not a feasible approach. This highlights the need for less expensive, faster methods for
recreating the repetitive landscapes in non-model organisms which may not make the
sequencing list. Chapter III illustrates that survey sequencing using newer sequencing
technology is suitable for analyses of TE content in multiple taxa. In this chapter, I
reconstructed the major TE families of five vesper and one phyllostomid bat using 454
pyrosequencing at low coverage (< 5%). An additional species from Myotis was included
for confirmation of the elevated Class II activity observed in M. lucifugus and for
comparison with the other taxa. Several genome-level differences are described for
satellite content and ratios of Class I autonomous to nonautonomous TEs within
Vespertilionidae, along with novel and lineage-specific TEs for some of the taxa. These
analyses revealed substantial TE diversity within Order Chiroptera and demonstrated the
utility of survey sequencing for non-model organisms.
The 454 sequence data also revealed an optimal integration site for a Class I TE
nested within a Class II TE in Myotis austroriparius, which was followed with a more indepth analysis of the M. lucifugus WGS. Additional observations were made of target
sites for a Class I inside a Class II repeat as well as the reverse. Age analyses showed a
sharp decline of the dominant Class I SINE (Short INterspersed Element) concurrent with
elevated Class II activity levels. Furthermore, the potential for chimeric movement
following a nested insertion event involving both classes is also described. The
implications of these observations are explored in Chapter IV.

3

Finally, Chapter V combines the themes from the previous chapters to show the
diversity of TE content and activity profiles within Mammalia, better approaches for
mining such information, and evolutionary insights which can be gained from these data.
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CHAPTER II
PIGGYBAC-ING ON A PRIMATE GENOME: NOVEL ELEMENTS,
RECENT ACTIVITY AND HORIZONTAL TRANSFER

Abstract
To better understand the extent of Class II transposable element activity in
mammals, we investigated the mouse lemur, Microcebus murinus whole genome shotgun
(2X) draft assembly. Analysis of this strepsirrhine primate extended previous research
that targeted anthropoid primates and found no activity within the last 37 Myr. We tested
the hypothesis that members of the piggyBac Class II superfamily have been inactive in
the strepsirrhine lineage of primates during the same period. Evidence against this
hypothesis was discovered in the form of three nonautonomous piggyBac elements with
activity periods within the past 40 Myr and possibly into the very recent past. In addition,
a novel family of piggyBac transposons was identified, suggesting introduction via
horizontal transfer. A second autonomous element was also found with high similarity to
an element recently described from the little brown bat, Myotis lucifugus, further
implicating horizontal transfer in the evolution of this genome. These findings indicate a
more complex history of transposon activity in mammals rather than a uniform shutdown
of Class II transposition, which had been suggested by analyses of more common model
organisms.
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Introduction
Characterization of the repetitive landscape in mammalian model organisms
initially produced findings of a disparity between Class I (retrotransposons) and Class II
(DNA transposons) transposable elements (TEs) in terms of their prevalence and activity
levels. Human, mouse, rat, opossum, and platypus sequencing projects revealed a general
loss of Class II DNA transposon activity, suggesting a general mammalian-wide
extinction of these elements (GIBBS et al. 2004; LANDER et al. 2001; MIKKELSEN et al.
2007; WARREN et al. 2008; WATERSTON et al. 2002). A tighter focus on anthropoid
primates by Pace and Feschotte (2007) found no signs of Class II transposition younger
than 37 Ma. Recently, however, analysis of a vespertilionid bat provided evidence that
Class II elements were extremely active in the recent evolutionary past (~40 Ma to the
present) of at least one mammalian lineage (PRITHAM and FESCHOTTE 2007; RAY et al.
2008; RAY et al. 2007).
Further evidence to reject a general mammalian Class II shutdown hypothesis
appeared in the form of SPIN elements from the hAT superfamily (Pace et al. 2008).
Horizontal transfer of SPIN TEs within the last 31-46 Myr involving bushbaby, tenrec,
and rodent genomes demonstrated the capacity for recent Class II element activity in
some mammalian genomes. Novick et al. (2010) substantiated this finding with
additional discoveries of hAT families spanning chiropterans, marsupials, reptiles, and
primates with no apparent vertical transmission pathway, implicating horizontal transfer
as the agent responsible for their presence. Although the continued propagation of a Class
II element is thought to rely on its ability to infiltrate new genomes (Brookfield 2005),
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these were the first identified cases of DNA transposon horizontal transfer involving
mammals. Thus, despite their extinction in several model genomes, the continuing role of
Class II TEs in mammalian evolution should not be discounted.
Because of their ability to introduce genomic variability, TEs have long been
suspected to be powerful agents of evolutionary change (BROSIUS 1991; KAZAZIAN 2004;
MAKALOWSKI 2000). For example, increases in TE activity in response to physiological
stress may provide the foundation for the punctuated equilibrium model of evolutionary
change (Zeh et al. 2009). Numerous other studies have noted a connection between TE
transcription and abiotic and biotic stress (GRANDBASTIEN 1998; KALENDAR et al. 2000;
KIMURA et al. 2001; LI et al. 1999;

VAN DE

LAGEMAAT et al. 2003). The array of

prospective genomic changes revolving around the movement of TEs within their host
becomes relevant when attempting to elucidate the evolutionary history of the organism
itself. As may be observed from the data now available, broad inferences regarding the
dynamics of TE activity obtained from model organisms likely does not represent all
mammals. Lingering questions addressed by this work include whether the shutdown of
Class II TE activity observed in anthropoids extends to all primates, and if recent
transpositional activity within mammals is solely from the hAT superfamily. To examine
these questions, the whole genome (WGS) draft for the grey mouse lemur, Microcebus
murinus, was analyzed for recent DNA transposon activity. As they were shown to be
recently active in the bat, Myotis lucifugus (RAY et al. 2008), the non-hAT superfamily,
piggyBac, was specifically targeted.
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Methods

Identification of piggyBac elements
Our search strategy employed methods to recognize both known and novel
piggyBac TEs (Figure 2.1). The WGS draft of M. murinus was provided by the Broad
Institute (GenBank accession number ABDC00000000) and obtained in March 2008. An
initial survey of known piggyBac elements was performed using the amino acid
sequences for 43 autonomous piggyBac coding sequences from RepBase (Jurka et al.
2005) as a query for a local TBlastN search of the WGS. The top 40 non-overlapping hits
(E values ranging from 10-91 to 0) were extracted along with 500 bp of flanking sequence
in an effort to determine the element boundaries. Extracted sequences were aligned using
a local installation of MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) and used to construct consensus sequences,
which were used as queries for a local BlastN search. The top 40 hits for each consensus
were extracted, this time with 1,000 bp flanking sequence, and aligned to produce a more
accurate consensus. This was reiterated as necessary and the consensus extended further
until the boundaries of potential elements were identified. Potential autonomous
sequences were searched for open reading frames (ORFs) using ORF Finder
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/orfig.cgi).
Two packages were used for the initial search for novel piggyBac TEs. The first
analysis, using PILER (Edgar and Myers 2005), was performed to search for recently
active TEs of all types in a subset of the WGS comprising ~37.6 Mb. Minimum length
for discovered repetitive families was set to 100 bp and percent identity was set to 95.
The output from PILER was organized into families (all sequences with 95% and higher
10

similarity) and superfamilies (sequences from two or more families that exhibited
sequence similarity). Each superfamily and family alignment was given a numerical
designation. Superfamily and/or family consensus sequences were subjected to CENSOR
(Jurka et al. 2005) searches to determine similarity to known repetitive elements in
RepBase. The WGS data was then queried using BlastN and the consensus sequences for
each presumed element. The top 40 hits obtained (generally E-value << 10-5) were
extracted along with 500 bp of flanking sequence. Extracted sequences were aligned with
MUSCLE, and revised consensus sequences were constructed.
In addition to the PILER analysis, we used RepeatScout (Price et al. 2005) to
identify potential TEs in the M. murinus genome. We analyzed 111 Mb of the WGS draft
(lmer = 12) to search for potential TEs with a copy number of 100 or more. CENSOR
was again used to determine similarity to known elements, and consensus sequences for
possible piggyBac elements were obtained as described above using BlastN and
MUSCLE.
To identify potential autonomous partners for any nonautonomous elements
recovered from the three initial analyses (see Figure 2.1), a local installation of re-pcr
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/re-pcr/) was used to query the mouse lemur WGS.
For each element, queries were designed to include the TTAA target site duplication
(TSD) typical of piggyBac transposons, the 13bp terminal inverted repeats (TIR), and one
extra base (i.e., TTAACCCTTTGCACTCGG and TTAACCCTTTGCACTCGC for
npiggy1_Mm). Three mismatches and two gaps per primer were allowed, and in silico
products from 1,000 to 5,000 bp were extracted. Potential hits were subjected to BlastX
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searches through National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) using the
default settings to search for matches to known piggyBac transposase sequences. Hits
were then analyzed for an ORF using ORF Finder. Tentative ORFs were used to query
the Microcebus draft 2X assembly in a local BlastN analysis. The top ten hits for each
were extracted along with 1,000 bp of flanking sequence and aligned with MUSCLE to
generate a consensus sequence. Furthermore, the amino acid sequence of the putative
ORF for the newly identified transposon was aligned with a selection of known piggyBac
transposases using MUSCLE. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using MEGA4
(Kumar et al. 2004). A neighbor-joining tree was constructed using the equal input model
with 2,000 bootstrap iterations.

Age analyses
Consensus sequences for each of the reconstructed piggyBac-like families were
used to create a custom library for a local installation of RepeatMasker. One quarter of
the WGS assembly was masked, and the “.align” output file was analyzed using a custom
Perl script, which removes hyper-mutable CpG sites and calculates distances from the
consensus sequence using the Kimura 2-Parameter model (Kimura 1980). The primate
neutral substitution rate µ = 2.5 x 10-9 (Harris et al. 1986) was used to calculate average
divergence for each family of elements. Only hits spanning at least 50% of the consensus
were included in the analysis. For most of the putative autonomous elements, there were
not enough hits within the appropriate size range to allow age estimation of the
autonomous elements even after masking the entire WGS. As is often the case, however,
there were substantially higher numbers of nonautonomous derivatives. For these
12

nonautonomous elements, the first 100 hits spanning at least 50% of the consensus were
extracted using custom Perl scripts and aligned using MUSCLE.
Visual analysis revealed several obvious subfamily groupings with each group
sharing distinct features, including indels and sequence differences. Analysis of members
from distinct subfamilies would artificially inflate the estimated ages. Thus, any set of
five or more sequences sharing multiple features (indels and substitutions) clearly
distinguishing them from the consensus was considered a separate subfamily and
excluded from the distance analysis.

Comparative analyses
Computational as well as polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based approaches
were employed to further investigate the relative periods of activity for each family of
elements (Figure 2.2). First, we sought computational evidence of transposon
mobilization among M. murinus and the Northern greater galago (Otolemur garnettii).
The M. murinus database was queried using the consensus sequences for each element
via BlastN. The top ten full-length insertions from each family were extracted along with
500 bp of flanking sequences. If substantial flanking sequence was not available due to
the fragmented nature of the assembly, the next available hit was used until a total of ten
Blast probes were collected per element. The resulting extracts were then used as queries
for a local BlastN analysis of the O. garnettii genome (AAQR00000000). For example,
sequences containing npiggy1_Mm loci + 500 bp of each flank identified in M. murinus
were used as Blast queries when searching the current draft of O. garnettii. Hits were
extracted and aligned with their respective query sequences to determine the presence or
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absence of the relevant transposon in O. garnettii (Appendix, supplementary alignments
A.1, A.2).
Taxa more recently diverged from the M. murinus lineage, Lemur catta and
Cheirogaleus medius, were then interrogated via PCR to test for recent activity. Briefly,
the consensus sequence for npiggy1_Mm (estimated to be the most recently active, see
Results) was used as a BlastN query of the draft 2X M. murinus assembly in order to
identify specific insertion loci. The top 10 hits were extracted along with 500bp of
flanking sequences, and oligonucleotide primers (Table 2.1) were designed to amplify the
orthologous loci in a panel of primate DNAs. The panel consisted of L. catta (Coriell
Institute for Medical Research, NG07099A), C. medius (Coriell, PR00794), and M.
murinus (San Diego Frozen Zoo, KB6993). DNA from M. murinus and C. medius was
limited and was subjected to whole genome amplification using the GenomiPhi kit (GE
Healthcare) as per the manufacturer's protocol. Twenty-five µl PCR amplifications were
performed under the following conditions: 10-50 ng template DNA, 7 pM of each
oligonucleotide primer, 200 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphates, in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 2.0 mM MgCl2, and Taq DNA polymerase (1.25 units). An initial
denaturation at 94°C for 2 min was followed by 30-32 cycles of 94°C for 15 s, the
appropriate annealing temperature for 15 s, and 72°C for 1 min and 10 s. A final
incubation at 72°C for five min prepared the fragments for cloning. PCR products were
cloned using the TOPO-TA cloning kit (Invitrogen), and inserts were sequenced using
chain termination sequencing on an ABI 3130xl Genetic Analyzer. Sequences were
aligned with the original computationally identified orthologous locus from M. murinus
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and the npiggy1_Mm consensus sequence. All sequences generated for this work have
been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers HM133643-HM133648.
To test the taxonomic distribution of piggyBac1_Mm, a novel, autonomous
piggyBac family (see Results), we designed an additional four oligonucleotide primers to
amplify three overlapping fragments internal to its presumed ORF (Table 2.2). These
primers were tested on the panel described above using similar reaction conditions.
Further analyses were performed to locate instances of the new M. murinus TEs in
lineages outside Strepsirrhini. A library containing all piggyBac elements identified in M.
murinus were checked against RepBase to determine similarity to other known elements.
A local BlastN search of a subset of genomic databases (Table 2.3) was carried out; hits
of E value < 10-20 were extracted and aligned with MUSCLE. Consensus sequences of
the alignments were then aligned with the corresponding transposon from M. murinus.
TEs were also used in a more expansive BlastN search through NCBI against NR and
WGS databases, excluding M. murinus.

Results

Identification of piggyBac elements
All elements described herein have been named according to standard principles
(Wicker

et

al.

2007)

and

deposited

in

RepBase

(http://www.girinst.org/

repbase/index.html). The top 40 hits found during the TBlastN search using known
piggyBac coding sequences (Figure 2.1) were all to piggyBac2_ML (Myotis lucifugus)
with E values ranging from 10-91 to 0. The alignments from M. murinus fell into three
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groups, which yielded the consensus sequences piggyBac2_Mm, piggyBac2a_Mm, and
piggyBac2b_Mm. All displayed characteristic TTAA TSDs, shared 15 bp TIRs, and an
ORF region. PiggyBac2a_Mm and piggyBac2b_Mm differ from one another only by a
44-bp indel, with the former spanning a total length of 1,043 bp while the latter is 999 bp.
A single full-length piggyBac2_Mm was not recovered but instead the consensus was
reconstructed from seven overlapping contigs to produce a 2,211-bp sequence with a
1,839-bp ORF. A 765-bp ORF was also identified in piggyBac2a_Mm and
piggyBac2b_Mm. All three elements and their structures relative to the 2639 bp
piggyBac2_ML are shown in Figure 2.3. As seen in the figure, piggyBac2_Mm harbors
the entire 1752-bp ORF from piggyBac2_ML of M. lucifugus.
As would be expected from a primate, results from the PILER analysis recovered
mostly retrotransposons, primarily L1 and Alu. However, DNA transposon families were
also evident from CENSOR hits to representatives of the hAT (hobo/activator/Tam) and
Tc1/Mariner superfamilies. Although no members from the piggyBac superfamily were
immediately noted, an initially unidentified superfamily was recognized as a probable
piggyBac due to its TTAA TSDs. The consensus sequence was short (240 bp) and
therefore likely a nonautonomous variant npiggy1_Mm. Out of 91 hits obtained from
RepeatScout output, two exhibited piggyBac-like characteristics, npiggy2_Mm (348 bp)
and npiggy3_Mm (276 bp). The three nonautonomous families do not share TIRs,
suggesting that each is mobilized by a different autonomous partner. The unique TIRs
were used in primers for re-pcr, leading to the discovery of a potential autonomous
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partner for npiggy1_Mm, piggyBac1_Mm, an element not recovered as part of our survey
using known piggyBac transposases and therefore likely to be novel.
PiggyBac1_Mm was reconstructed from fragments identified during the re-pcr
analysis. The putative autonomous element extends 2,527 bp and harbors a 1,31- bp ORF
(436 aa). The size of the ORF falls short when compared with other piggyBac elements,
such as those in M. lucifugus (573 aa and 583 aa; RAY et al. 2008) and Uribo elements in
Xenopus (594 aa and 589 aa; Hikosaka et al. 2007). The limited size may be an artifact of
an inaccurate consensus sequence. The ORF may have not been correctly reconstructed
due to its rather limited representation in the genome (BlastN analysis of the WGS using
the consensus only resulted in five significant hits with E value of 10-50 or better for the
region upstream of the ORF described) and the actual start codon could be further
upstream. Additionally, full-length autonomous elements are usually several kbp and can
be difficult to piece back together when the genome has not been fully assembled. The
average contig for the WGS is only 2,800 bp.
Despite these problems, the amino acid alignment with other known transposases
in Figure 2.4 shows the presence of conserved motifs thought to be involved in
transposition (Keith et al. 2008). Interestingly, even with these hallmarks of piggyBac
transpositional capability, the Neighbor-Joining tree (Figure 2.5) offers no support for a
relationship to any of the known piggyBac ORFs used in the analysis. Instead, the low
bootstrap values indicate that piggyBac1_Mm is unique and appears to be a novel family.
RepeatMasker analysis showed high representation within the M. murinus
genome for the three nonautonomous elements. The most copies (reported only for hits
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>100 bp) were recovered for npiggy2_Mm, with 3,780 hits amounting to 0.059% of the
entire 1.85 Gb WGS. This was followed by npiggy3_Mm with 2,850 hits (0.032%), and
npiggy1_Mm with 943 hits (0.011%). PiggyBac1_Mm was present in 501 copies, or
0.008% coverage of the WGS, but the piggyBac2_Mm TEs were much more limited with
only 16 hits identified. The shorter versions, piggyBac2a_Mm and piggyBac2b_Mm,
were found with 38 and 47 copies, respectively. The last three each amounted to roughly
0.001%. In all, these elements comprised approximately 0.114% of the WGS assembly.

Age analyses
The high copy number of the three nonautonomous piggyBacs identified in M.
murinus provided sufficient data for their age estimations. All displayed relatively recent
activity, <40 Myr (Table 2.4). It should be noted that piggyBac2a_Mm and
piggyBac2b_Mm have limited representation in the genome; as a result, these estimates
of their activity periods should be taken with caution. The larger piggyBac1_Mm and
piggyBac2_Mm were not present in copy numbers large enough to allow age analysis.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the recent peaks of activity for the nonautonomous TEs. Of
particular interest is npiggy1_Mm, whose histogram suggests activity up to and including
as little as 4 Ma. As denoted by the arrows in Figure 2.6, some activity appears to have
spanned the same period during which the Microcebus lineage diverged from
Cheirogaleus and Lemur. Once available, these genomes should be the subject of
additional analyses.
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Comparative analyses
Computational analysis using full-length insertion loci from M. murinus as
queries yielded “empty” loci in O. garnetti for npiggy1_Mm and npiggy2_Mm (i.e. the
insertion was not present at the presumed orthologous location). For the PCR-based
analyses, the more recent activity of npiggy1_Mm made it the most suitable marker for
testing whether transposition has occurred in the Microcebus genome before or after the
hypothesized divergences with L. catta and C. medius. Seven primer pairs for
npiggy1_Mm loci provided evidence for insertions specific to mouse lemur (i.e., in the
form of “filled” bands in M. murinus vs. empty bands in L. catta and C. medius [data not
shown]). Figure 2.7 shows the unambiguous presence of npiggy1_Mm and the TTAA
TSDs in the mouse lemur only for sequences generated from the PCR amplicons
(Appendix, supplementary alignment A.3). PCR-based analyses of the ORF for
piggyBac1_Mm, the likely autonomous partner of npiggy1_Mm, provided evidence that
piggyBac1_Mm is absent from the genomes of L. catta and C. medius (Figure 2.8).
Finally, BlastN analyses of the genomic databases shown in Table 2.3 revealed
that piggyBac2_Mm elements from M. murinus are nearly identical (E value = 0,
coverage = 94%, identity = 96%) to piggyBac2_ML from the little brown bat (M.
lucifugus). Furthermore, the phylogenetic analysis resulted in a node grouping the ORFs
of these two elements with 100% bootstrap support (Figure 2.5). Some sequence
similarity was also indicated in the tenrec WGS, although it was over a smaller portion of
the element (Echinops telfairi, E value = 2 x 10-102, coverage = 43%, identity = 80%).
However, no evidence of this same family of elements was found in any of the other
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genomes surveyed, which may indicate a horizontal transfer event rather than vertical
transmission to explain the presence of piggyBac2_Mm in the grey mouse lemur and the
little brown bat. There was no evidence of piggyBac1_Mm in any of the surveyed data,
including M. lucifugus.

Discussion
Members of the piggyBac superfamily were found to have been active within the
recent past in the lineage of M. murinus. Low divergence levels among elements with
shared sequence characteristics and a likely case of horizontal transfer are all evidence
for Class II activity in M. murinus within the past 30 Myr and possibly ongoing. Our age
estimates (Table 2.4) show that several piggyBac elements reached their activity peaks
after the period during which DNA transposon activity had become extinct in multiple
other mammals. These ages may be subject to error because the mutation rate we
employed has not been thoroughly calibrated for the mouse lemur lineage and because of
the stochastic nature of random mutation resulting in some sequences with more or fewer
mutations than others of the same age. However, when considered in conjunction with
the lineage-specific insertions found for M. murinus, the evidence indicates that Class II
elements were active after the divergence from both Lemur and Cheirogaleus, whose last
common ancestors with M. murinus were approximately 42 and 29 Ma (STEIPER and
YOUNG 2006; YODER and YANG 2004), respectively, and likely much more recently. At
least one of the three nonautonomous elements exhibit M. murinus-specific insertions,
and the ORFs of putative autonomous elements were not identified in related primates.
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We also identified a novel family of elements, piggyBac1_Mm. This is evidenced
by the lack of similarity of the consensus to known elements in RepBase or GenBank.
Despite this overall lack of sequence similarity to other representatives of the
superfamily, piggyBac1_Mm exhibits many of the conserved amino acid motifs typical of
them. Also interesting is the observation that piggyBac1_Mm is not identifiable in the
other primate genomes surveyed. Nor, for that manner, is it identifiable in any of the
genomes surveyed. This lineage-specific distribution suggests a relatively recent invasion
to the M. murinus genome, at the very least, after its divergence with C. medius ~29 Ma
(Figure 2.6). Introduction into the genome via horizontal transfer is the most likely
explanation but without any evidence of additional taxa harboring the element family, it
is unclear what the source might be. Likewise, npiggy1_Mm (a likely nonautonomous
partner of piggyBac1_Mm) and npiggy2_Mm were not recovered in any other genomes
during the comparative analyses, suggesting lineage specificity.
The taxonomic distribution of piggyBac2_Mm is also of note and likely a clear
case of introduction to the genome via horizontal transfer. This element is essentially
identical to piggyBac2_ML in the little brown bat and exhibits some similarity to
sequences found in tenrec but is absent from the bushbaby, O. garnettii, and all of the
other genomes surveyed for this project. Both the tenrec and little brown bat have been
implicated in horizontal transfer events previously (NOVICK et al. 2010; PACE et al. 2008;
RAY et al. 2008) and may be taxa with a higher propensity for intergenomic exchange. It
is possible of course that the level of sequence similarity can be explained by vertical
inheritance from a common ancestor of bats (90+ mya; HEDGES and KUMAR 2003) and/or
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Afrotherians (100+ mya; HEDGES and KUMAR 2003; SPRINGER et al. 2003) followed by
purifying selection and the cleansing of any evidence of these elements from many of the
other genomes listed in Table 2.3. A more parsimonious scenario, however, is that the
elements were introduced into all three taxa via horizontal transfer and subsequently
expanded within each genome.
Recent discoveries of horizontal transfer events in mammals have been described
for members of the hAT superfamily (NOVICK et al. 2010; PACE et al. 2008). To our
knowledge however, this is the first documented case of horizontal transfer of piggyBac
elements in mammals. The piggyBac superfamily has shown itself as a robust vector for
gene transformation in insects (Sarkar et al. 2003) as well as for human gene therapy
research (Feschotte 2006). Microcebus murinus is an established model organism for
biomedical research in aging and Alzheimer's disease (Eichler and Dejong 2002). Thus,
the discovery of relatively recent DNA transposon activity and novel primate-specific
piggyBac elements in a primate genome adds a potential new facet for gene therapy
research. PiggyBac elements from the moth Trichoplusia ni were proposed as efficient
vectors for directed mutation in mice and humans (Ding et al. 2005). However, some
concern revolved around the lack of understanding of specific host/transposon
interactions in mammals (Feschotte 2006). For instance, target site preferences within the
mammalian genome could influence their effectiveness and have implications for safety.
If it is possible to utilize native mammalian piggyBacs, however, these problems may be
more easily avoided. Thus, these elements may represent valuable future tools for
researchers interested in the genetic manipulation of primates and other mammals.
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In conclusion, the recent activity of several piggyBac elements in the M. murinus
genome readily illustrates how DNA transposition might still continue in mammalian
genomes through lateral transfer. The expansive activity profile for the three
nonautonomous TEs described demonstrates that elements have continued to expand
throughout the past 40 Myr. Furthermore, npiggy1_Mm shows activity patterns
suggesting it may currently still be actively transposing in M. murinus. Finally, the
successful invasion and expansion of piggyBac and hAT elements into primate and other
mammalian genomes via horizontal transfer suggests that our knowledge of the impact of
DNA transposons on mammalian genome evolution in general and primate genome
evolution in particular is far from complete. Thus, it would be wise not to discount the
potential impacts of Class II elements when considering the large numbers of mammalian
genomes still to be sequenced.
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GCCACCAACTTTATGAGCAGA
GTTGGTAATGCAGGGCAGAG

TACAAATGGAAGCCCACACA
GGGAGTTAAGAGGCAGTAGTGG
GAAGCCAGGAAAGCTGCTAA

9360, 909-1549

9997, 5791-6430

10547, 1506-2143

TGCTGCTCCTGATTTCTGAC

77903, 3811-4450

CTTGCAGAGTTATTGGTCCATGG
GACAGGTATTACACTAGTGTCACTC
CTGTCAAGTGTGTTTTTTCCTTG

piggyBac1_Mm-1086+

piggyBac1_Mm-1571+

piggyBac1_Mm-1614-

piggyBac1_Mm-2077- CCATCTCTGAATTCTCCAACAAGATC
Primers were designed to amplify portions of the open reading frame of
piggyBac1_Mm.

Primer

Position

Table 2.2 Internal primers for amplification of piggyBac1_Mm.

82968, 3459-4098
GGTCCAAGATGGCAACACTT
AATCCTCCTTTGGGAAAAGC
Insertion coordinates of npiggy1_Mm elements and the oligonucleotide primers designed to amplify them in
the primate panel described.

TAAATGGCCCCATATGCTGT

TACCCACTCCCCATTTCTCT

28035, 3749-4388 TGGTAGCTCACATTACTTGCTGA

TATGCCATGTGAACCTCCAA

TGTTCTCTTGAGTGTTTTCTATTTGG

ACTACCACCCCAGACATTGC

8835, 3183-3822

Reverse Primer (5'-3')

Forward Primer (5'-3')

Contig ID, Location

Table 2.1 Primers for locus-specific amplification of npiggy1_Mm.
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AAWZ/28377
ACFV/9483
9615
138695
AAKN/10141
AAGV/9361
AAIY/9371
AANN/9365
AAWR/9796
AANG/9685
ABBA/9606
AAGU/9785
CM000308/9544

Anolis

Callithrix
Canis
Carollia
Cavia

Dasypus
Echinops
Erinaceus
Equus

Felis
Homo
Loxodonta
Macaca

2
N/A
2
6

2
2
2
6.8

6
7.6
(6,606,146 bp)
6.8

6.85

Fold-Coverage

Sorex
Spermophilus
Taeniopygia
Tupaia

Petromyzon
Pongo
Pteropus
Rhinolophus

Ochotona
Oryctolagus
Otolemur
Pan

Myotis

WGS

AALT/42254
AAQQ/43179
ABQF/59729
AAPY/37347

AAYZ/9978
AAGW/9986
AAQR/30611
CM000314/9598
7757
CM000550/9601
ABRP/132908
59479

AAPE/59463

2
2
6
2

5.9
6
2
(40,249,618 bp)

2
7.5
2
6

2

Accession/Tax ID Fold-Coverage

Microcebus
ABDC/30608
1.9
Tursiops
ABRN/9739
2
Monodelphis CM000368/13616
6.8
Each WGS listed below was queried using BLASTN and a custom Microcebus murinus DNA transposon
library to assay for potential cases of horizontal transfer. For WGS data, GenBank accession numbers are
presented. Otherwise, NCBI taxon IDs are used. For the bats Carollia perspicillata and Rhinolophus
ferrumenquinum data from the NIH Comparative Vertebrate Sequencing Database were used.

Accession/Tax ID

WGS

Table 2.3 Taxa queried for evidence of horizontal transfer.

Table 2.4 Divergence values for selected piggyBac elements.
Family

n

Average
Divergence
0.026 +/- 0.001
0.053 +/- 0.004
0.091 +/- 0.003

Estimated
Average Age
11-Oct
20 - 23
35 - 38

npiggy1_Mm
84
npiggy2_Mm
61
npiggy3_Mm
73
piggyBac1_Mm
0
piggyBac2_Mm
3
piggyBac2a_Mm
13
0.04 +/- 0.005
14 - 18
piggyBac2b_Mm
37
0.039 +/- 0.003
15 - 17
Sequences spanned at least 50% of the consensus size and showed no
evidence of belonging to a separate subfamily. The K2P nucleotide
substitution model was used and CpG sites were excluded. Estimated
ages were determined using the primate neutral mutation rate (µ = 2.5 x
10-9). Few or no elements spanning at least 50% of the consensus were
recovered for piggyBac1_Mm or piggyBac2_Mm. As a result, these were
excluded.
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Initial search programs are shown in rectangles, and methods used to process all output are shown in ovals. For BlastN
analyses, up to 40 hits were extracted with flanking sequence and used with MUSCLE to generate a consensus; the process
was repeated to extend flanks until TIRs and non-homologous flanking sequences were observed.

Figure 2.1 Search strategy to identify piggyBac elements in the Microcebus murinus draft assembly.
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Individual piggyBac insertion loci recovered from M. murinus were used as probes to query the O. garnettii WGS and also to
design primers for PCR-based analyses of L. catta, C. medius, and M. murinus (Figure 2.7). Additionally, multiple primer
combinations were designed to amplify the piggyBac1_Mm ORF as per Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.2 Summary of comparative analyses to determine lineage-specificity of selected elements.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of piggyBac2_ML from Myotis lucifugus (top) and three similar
piggyBac elements from Microcebus murinus.
Deletions and duplications relative to M. lucifugus are indicated for any difference
greater than 3 bp. The 1752 bp open reading frame is shown for M. lucifugus in lighter
shading.
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The alignment includes the Trichoplusia ni element that has been shown to catalyze transposition. Conserved motifs among
the transposase sequences are shaded. Numbers and arrows indicate amino acid residue positions in the presumed
piggyBac1_Mm ORF that is described in the text.

Figure 2.4 Portion of an amino acid alignment of piggyBac1_Mm and other representative piggyBac elements.
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Terminal nodes for all known piggyBac transposases are consensus sequences from RepBase (element name followed by
genus in which it was identified) or GenBank (accession number followed by genus in which it was identified). Consensus
sequences for piggyBac1_Mm and piggyBac2_Mm (boxed) were generated as described in the text.

Figure 2.5 Results of ORF phylogenetic analysis.
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The presumed dates of the Microcebus/Cheirogaleus, Microcebus/Lemur, and Microcebus/Otolemur divergences are
indicated by white, grey, and black arrows, respectively.

Figure 2.6 Histogram showing element frequency over estimated age distributions for the nonautonomous piggyBac TEs.

Figure 2.7 Example alignment of a mouse lemur-specific Class II insertion.
The WGS contig sequence is at the top with comparisons to experimentally derived
sequences from M. murinus, C. medius, and L. catta below. The bottom sequence is the
consensus of npiggy1_Mm. TIRs are underlined and TSDs are shaded.

Figure 2.8

PCR amplification of piggyBac1_Mm ORF fragments from lemuriform
primates.

At the bottom of the figure, relative primer locations are provided on a simplified map of
piggyBac1_Mm.
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CHAPTER III
SURVEY SEQUENCING REVEALS ELEVATED DNA TRANSPOSON ACTIVITY,
NOVEL ELEMENTS, AND VARIATION IN REPETITIVE
LANDSCAPES AMONG VESPER BATS

Abstract
The repetitive landscapes of mammalian genomes typically display high Class I
transposable element (TE) content, which may total around half of the genome. In
contrast, the Class II content levels are low (<2% in humans) and declined precipitously
in all examined model organisms roughly 40 million years ago (Ma). The first signs of
more recently active Class II TEs were discovered in the little brown bat, Myotis
lucifugus. The recent activity has been accompanied by higher genome content (~5%).
To determine the limits of this elevated Class II activity, we performed 454 survey
sequencing of another Myotis species as well as four additional taxa within the family
Vespertilionidae and an outgroup species from Phyllostomidae. Graph-based clustering
methods were used to reconstruct the major repeat families present in each species and
novel elements were identified in several taxa. High Class II TE composition (5–7%) was
confirmed in all five vesper bats, while less than 1% of the phyllostomid genome was
Class II derived. Class I TEs were still the dominant repeat group with regard to genome
content, however, and variation was noted in the ratio of autonomous to nonautonomous
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elements among taxa. These analyses present the first cohesive description of TE
evolution across closely related mammalian species, revealing genomic differences
within a single family.

Introduction
Most mammalian TE insertions can be attributed to Class I TEs, retrotransposons.
Their copy-and-paste method of mobilization can lead to substantial accumulations in a
genome. For example, Class I TEs comprise nearly 45% of the human genome. The cutand-paste movement of Class II TEs (DNA transposons) typically means much lower
representation. This has likely contributed to their low representation in the human
genome, ~3%. However, another factor limiting the contribution of DNA transposons to
mammalian genomes is what appears to be an overall lack of Class II activity in
mammals. Observations of various mammalian models (human, mouse, rat, dog) have
suggested a generalized shutdown of Class II TEs during roughly the same time period,
~40 Ma (GIBBS et al. 2004; LANDER et al. 2001; LINDBLAD-TOH et al. 2005; WATERSTON
et al. 2002). The first identified exception to this rule is the vespertilionid bats, in
particular Myotis lucifugus.
While Class I TEs still dominate the overall mobile element landscape in M.
lucifugus, Class II TEs have played a larger role in this genus (RAY et al. 2008). Many
insertions have occurred much more recently than 40 Ma, and some may still be
mobilizing. Interestingly, the timing of the initial Class II expansion coincides with the
rapid diversification of Vespertilionidae, the most species rich of all chiropteran families
(SIMMONS 2005). The findings provide a potential mechanism for generation of the
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morphological and genetic diversity of the genus. However, examining M. lucifugus
alone provides just one data point and is therefore too limited a sample to be useful in
establishing a link between Class II TE activity and the adaptive radiation of vesper bats.
Investigating the degree to which the elevated Class II activity found in Myotis extends to
other bats is essential to future examinations into the potential effects which TEs have
played in the evolution of Chiroptera.
Here, we present analyses of the TE landscapes for five additional vesper bats:
Myotis austroriparius, Pipistrellus subflavus, Nycticeius humeralis, Lasiurus borealis,
and Corynorhinus rafinesquii. To serve as an outgroup, we also analyzed the
phyllostomid bat, Artibeus lituratus. In our analyses, we applied 454-based sequencing to
survey TE content. Using this approach, we have increased the sample size for future
investigations of Class II TEs and their impact on mammalian genome evolution.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the utility of this method to investigating TE dynamics in
non-model taxa that are unlikely to be the target(s) of full genome sequencing efforts.

Methods

454 sequencing and sequence processing
Sequencing was performed on genomic DNA from M. austroriparius, P.
subflavus, N. humeralis, L. borealis, C. rafinesquii, and A. lituratus. Roche standard
chemistry was used initially (L. borealis), but the remaining samples were switched to
titanium chemistry to accommodate lower DNA concentrations. Sample preparation and
processing followed Roche protocols (October, 2008). The A. lituratus data was acquired
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separately (MCCULLOCH and STEVENS 2011) from Duke University Genome Sequencing
and Analysis Core Facility using standard protocols for 454 Titanium sequencing.
emPCR drops containing only one unique template but multiple beads can produce
sequencing artifacts consisting of multiple identical sequences with nearly identical
starting positions (Figure 3.1). Thus, all raw data were parsed locally using a 454
replicate filter (http://microbiomes.msu.edu/replicates/) to remove these artifacts.
Parameters were set at 0.95 sequence identity cutoff, 0 length difference requirement, and
3 beginning base pairs to check.

Repeat discovery
To identify repeat content for each genome we employed the pipeline developed
by Macas et al. (2007) and updated by Novak et al. (2010). The methods were developed
for plant genomic data but are useful for mammalian genomes with minor modifications
as described below. Briefly, the method relied on clustering reads with TGICL (PERTEA
et al. 2003) as the initial step. A graph was then constructed to display sequence reads
with overlapping regions determined from all-to-all pairwise comparisons (threshold:
overlaps containing 55% or more of the longer read with 90% similarity). Repetitive
elements could then be easily distinguished as clusters with mutual connections resulting
from compound overlaps within a set of reads. A hierarchical agglomeration algorithm
was used to define clusters with the advantage of fewer resulting chimeric clusters; thus,
each cluster was more likely to represent a single element family. The assembly portion
utilized cap3 with ‘-o 100 –p 85’ settings. A cutoff of 0.01% genome equivalent was
imposed to reduce the number of clusters analyzed.
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For each taxon, a set of clusters consisting of contigs derived from overlapping
reads was obtained. Clusters may be representative of a particular TE family, and every
contig a possible consensus for a TE subfamily (MACAS et al. 2007; NOVAK et al. 2010).
However, the initial assembly resulted in large numbers of contigs within many clusters.
For instance, M. austroriparius Cluster 1 contained 748 reads, 677 of which were
assembled into 20 contigs. Visual examination suggested that these contigs could be
further assembled to reduce the final dataset without losing information. Thus, these
primary contigs were reassembled in SeqMan (match size = 12, minimum percentage =
70, minimum length = 100) (DNASTAR, Madison, WI). After reassembly, a single
contig resulted that was identified as matching the LINE element, L1MAB_ML, in
RepBase.
All contigs within a cluster were reassembled in SeqMan and submitted to
CENSOR to assist in categorizing them as DNA, ERV/LTR, Non-LTR/LINE, NonLTR/SINE, satellite, or unknown. In some cases, CENSOR returned hits to multiple TE
families within a single contig. Such mis-assemblies occurred several times due to nested
insertions, and were corrected by splitting the contig into separate entries for the final
library. Contigs were also queried with a custom library of bat-specific repeats derived
from ongoing and previous analyses (PRITHAM and FESCHOTTE 2007; RAY et al. 2008;
RAY et al. 2007) using RepeatMasker.
SeqMan contigs from M. austroriparius were also submitted to NCBI BlastN to
query against the WGS of M. lucifugus. Most contigs were found in their entirety
multiple times, confirming their repetitive nature (Figure 3.2). For all taxa, contigs which
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could not be identified were queried against the NCBI nr database using BlastN and the
protein database using BlastX. All unknown contigs were also submitted to a local
installation of Tandem Repeats Finder (BENSON 1999) using the following parameters:
match = 2, mismatch = 3, indels = 5, PM = .75, PI = .20, minimum period = 30, maximum
period = 500. Output was then submitted to TRAP (SOBREIRA et al. 2006). Dotter
(SONNHAMMER and DURBIN 1995) allowed graphical confirmation of potential tandem
repeats (Figure 3.3).
Potentially novel elements (contigs not identified via CENSOR or RepeatMasker)
were queried against the appropriate taxon sequence data using BlastN, which allowed us
to generate a more accurate, full length consensus. The top 40 hits were extracted with
200 bp flanking sequence (if available) using custom perl scripts (Smith et al., submitted)
which combined hits with 50 bp overlaps and aligned them using MUSCLE. If the
boundaries of the repeat element were not recovered, then the outermost 150 bp of the
consensus was used to query the data again and extend the alignment until the full-length
TE could be assembled. Large contigs (>1000bp) were submitted to ORF Finder
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gorf/) to locate potential reverse transcriptase or
transposase coding regions.

Age analysis
Novel TEs were further analyzed to determine their period of activity using
RepeatMasker to query the respective 454 dataset from which each was identified.
Consensus sequences inferred from M. lucifugus were queried against one quarter of the
2x WGS. To ensure full-length hits could be acquired, the query sequences were trimmed
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to 300 bp; if possible, the fragment was selected from coding regions in autonomous TEs.
RepeatMasker align output files were processed by a perl script designed to calculate the
Kimura 2-Parameter distances while excluding hyper-mutable CpG sites (PAGAN et al.
2010). Output was parsed to only include hits which spanned at least 90% of the query
sequence. Ages were estimated from the distances using the mammalian neutral mutation
rate, 2.2 x 10-9 (KUMAR and SUBRAMANIAN 2002). A complete library of the full
consensus sequences was also used to query all six taxa using BlastN to test for lineagespecificity.

Genome representation
TE contribution to genome content is often quantified by the number of bases
they occupy in sequenced genomes. This value could be estimated using contig length
and read depth, as per Macas et al. (2007) for the pea (Pisum sativum) genome. However,
unlike Pisum, in which the dominant TE is an LTR element, the primary TE components
of mammalian genomes are LINEs which are often 5’ truncated. This makes them
difficult to reconstruct in their entirety from the limited coverage and short read lengths
we obtained (this is also true for other large, autonomous TEs, especially those with low
copy numbers). We therefore chose to focus on the proportion of total reads, which
should be random representatives from the genome, to avoid this distortion and allow
direct comparison among the six taxa. We used a library of the SeqMan contigs from
each taxon to RepeatMask the respective filtered data set. Custom perl scripts were used
to combine hits within 50 bp overlap of each other, and then tally the number of hits in
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each taxon with a minimum length of 30 bp (the shortest 454 read lengths) for each of
five repeat categories (DNA, ERV/LTR, Non-LTR/LINE, Non-LTR/SINE, satellite).

Results

454 sequencing
Approximately 3.97 x 108 bp of sequence were obtained for the six taxa. Genome
coverage ranged from ~0.76% for M. austroriparius to ~4.75% for C. rafinesquii. Read
lengths ranged from 29 bp to 755 bp and averaged ~300 bp. The 454 replicate filter
reduced the data by around 20%. The coverage was decreased to 0.59% for M.
austroriparius, which still allowed for identification of repeats present in >1,000 copies
within the genome. Information on the unique reads is summarized in Table 3.1.

Repeat discovery and distribution
M. lucifugus is the best characterized bat with regard to TE content (PRITHAM and
FESCHOTTE 2007; RAY et al. 2008; RAY et al. 2007) and, assuming similar TE
landscapes, the inclusion of the congener, M. austroriparius, allows validation of our
methods. We identified all major TE families from M. lucifugus in M. austroriparius.
Most contigs that were not initially classified using Censor or RepeatMasker were
identified as either tandem repeats or mitochondrial DNA. Less than .05% of the M.
austroriparius repeat content was labeled 'unknown'. Most contigs could be classified as
satellite, DNA, LINE, SINE, or LTR elements and were found either to be previously
identified or, if not already characterized, were shown to be repetitive in M. lucifugus.
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This suggests that our approach is appropriate for surveying the TE landscape despite
limited genome coverage.
As described in Novak et al. (2010), graph conformation of a specific cluster
revealed features of the respective repeat family. Reads, presented as vertices, are
connected by edges to other reads which they overlap. Circular graphs were formed for
reads with a tandem configuration, such as Class I LTRs and mtDNA, while non-LTR
LINEs generated long thread-like structures. Vertices for satellites and SINEs aggregated
more densely; for reads which are longer than the repeat, the graph topology appeared
star-like (Figure 3.4). A summary of the five largest clusters for each taxon can be found
in Table 3.2. We were able to confirm some previous PCR analyses which probed for
Class II TEs in other vespertilionid taxa (RAY et al. 2008) and confirmed several
(piggyBac1, hAT2, hAT3) that appear to be limited to Myotis. However, two families
previously thought to be confined to Myotis were identified in N. humeralis (hAT1), and
C. rafinesquii and L. borealis (piggyBac2). According to the phylogeny described by
Lack and van Den Bussche (2010) (see Figure 3.6), the presence of hAT1 in N. humeralis
but absence in C. rafinesquii and L. borealis may result from the loss of this TE from the
latter two taxa, or two independent invasions of hAT1 into Nycticeius and Myotis.
Several novel elements were also identified and key features are summarized in
Table 3.3. The final two letters denote the dataset from which the consensus was inferred
(e.g., Lb – L. borealis). Most Class II TEs were categorized according to terminal
inverted repeat (TIR) length and target site duplications (TSDs); Tc1/mariners have 2529 bp TIRs and TA TSDs, while hATs typically have 16 bp TIRs and 8 bp TSDs with
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central TA dinucleotides. Helitrons are characterized by a 5’ TC, 3’ CTRR, an AT target
site, and a 3’ 18 bp palindrome. Blast hits to potential ORFs were also used for
identification. In the case of nHelitron3_Ps, the hallmarks of a Helitron were not
recovered but the TE shared sequence similarity with nHelitron2_Ps. Also of note is
Mariner1_Ml, which included the full Mariner2_Ml within extended length TIRs.
Although identified in P. subflavus, the consensus sequences were inferred from M.
lucifugus to obtain adequate coverage. Both TEs contained an ORF, while a
nonautonomous variant was also recovered with 67 bp TIRs from the P. subflavus dataset
(nMariner1_Ps).
When resolving a potential mis-assembly from M. austroriparius involving a
Class II TE, nhAT2_ML, nested within a bat-specific SINE, Ves (BORODULINA and
KRAMEROV 1999; KAWAI et al. 2002), inspection of the M. lucifugus WGS revealed forty
full-length hits spanning both TEs. The variable lengths of the Ves TSDs within the nhAT
indicate that multiple Ves integrations into the distinct nhATs occurred rather than
integration into a single nhAT followed by mobilization of the chimeric element. This
suggests that the nhAT subfamily may harbor an optimal integration site for the Class I
element (Figure 3.5). Another instance of a Ves insertion within an nhAT was found in N.
humeralis. In contrast to the side-by-side composition of Ves-nhAT_Ma, Ves appears to
have inserted closer to the middle of nhAT2_Nh. However, only one full-length copy and
14 overlapping reads were found, and the absence of nhAT2_Nh from M. lucifugus made
it difficult to confirm.
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Unidentified clusters from most taxa generally comprised low numbers of reads,
to the exclusion of P. subflavus in which 19 out of 66 clusters (~3% of genome content)
could not be identified by CENSOR or through BlastX and BlastN searches against
NCBI databases. Dotter and TRF analyses did not identify the contigs as tandem repeats,
and visual inspection showed no indication of sequencing artifact. Many of the
unrecognized contigs were >500 bp, and the ends were not recovered. Cluster 50, for
instance, contained an 864 bp contig; attempts to extend the end using BLAST resulted in
>3,000 bp and still was unable to identify clear boundaries. With no similarity to known
TEs and lack of 5’ and 3’ ends which usually contain defining features of the various
repeat families, we were unable to discern if these might be novel TEs and identifying
these contigs is the subject of ongoing investigations. Furthermore, many of the clusters
generated by TGICL contained only a few reads, yet RepeatMasker retrieved a large
number of hits to the contig. For instance, Cluster 50 contained only 18 reads of which
only two were used to generate the TGICL contig, yet RepeatMasker identified 794
reads. In this case, RepeatMasker data was inflated with hits primarily to a 6 bp tandem
repeat embedded within the contig.
Finally, repeat analysis of outgroup A. lituratus suggests that the elevated Class II
TE content does not extend to Phyllostomidae. Less than 1% of the dataset was identified
as Class II, while Class I TEs contributed more than 25%. The primary DNA transposons
recovered shared similarity to Oamar1, a Mariner element also present in Tursiops
truncatus, the bottlenose dolphin (BLASTn E value = 0, coverage = 100%, identity =
92%).
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Age analysis
The three newly described Mariner elements from L. borealis as well as the five
novel nhATs from N. humeralis appear to be lineage-specific and have been active in the
relatively recent past (Table 3.3). Several Helitrons may predate the divergence of the
five vesper taxa, with the oldest having been active roughly 51 (nHelitron2_Ps) and 55
(nHelitron1_Cr) Mya. BlastN analysis supported the presence of similar fragments of
both TEs in all but the phyllostomid taxon (E value -65 or lower).

Genome representation
As would be expected for mammals, Class I elements dominated the TE
landscape for all five taxa (Figure 3.6). The highest LINE percentage of the genome
(18.79%) was observed in the phyllostomid, A. lituratus. LINE composition in L.
borealis and C. rafinesquii was similarly high (roughly 14% of the genome). Nycticeius
humeralis exhibited a large SINE complement compared to LINEs (11.8% SINEs vs.
8.2% LINEs), while the two were more evenly distributed in M. austroriparius (8.6% vs.
9.4%) and P. subflavus (8.0% vs. 9.6%). The contribution of LTRs across all taxa was
low, under 2.0%. Finally as with M. lucifugus, elevated Class II contributions were
observed for the five vespertilionids (5.0% in L. borealis to 7.1% in P. subflavus), but not
for the phyllostomid bat (0.6% in A. lituratus). A summary of Class I versus Class II
genomic contribution is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Discussion
We have modified a novel methodology originally developed for plants for
application to mammals and have identified distinct TE landscapes within
Yangochiroptera (Figure 3.6). NonLTR retrotransposons were the most abundant TE in
all species, as is typical of mammals. This is generally attributable to L1 elements. A
large contribution of satellite DNA was noted in the P. subflavus genome (7.6%), as well
as a considerable percentage of unidentifiable contigs across several repeat clusters.
Unlike most mammals, Class II content was consistently elevated throughout
Vespertilionidae, with 5% or greater contribution to genome content in all five taxa.
Class II elevation was not observed in the phyllostomid outgroup. Several lineagespecific transposons with apparently recent activity were observed. These data indicate
that the surge of DNA transposon activity does not extend across all of Chiroptera, but
instead arose following the divergence of Vespertilionidae and Phyllostomidae ~56 Mya
(DATZMANN et al. 2010). As noted by Pritham and Feschotte (2007) and Thomas et al.
(2011) the Helitron superfamily is a prevalent component of the vesper bat TE landscape;
we also found that Helitrons were active within the early diversification of
Vespertilionidae. At least two Helitrons have estimated peak activity over 50 Mya, which
could mean they were present in the common ancestor of Vespertilionidae and
Phyllostomidae, yet they could not be recovered from the A. lituratus data.
Thus far, no evidence for elevated or recent Class II TE activity in bats has been
found outside of the vesper lineage (RAY et al. 2008; THOMAS et al. 2011). While the
following suggestion is open to further study, it is worth noting that the capacity of
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vespertilionid bats to harbor active DNA transposons may be linked to another unique
feature of M. lucifugus; homologs of two Piwi RNA genes (PIWIL1 and PIWIL3) are
absent, in contrast to their presence in the pteropid bats (Pteropus vampyrus, Hoffmann
pers. comm.). Others have noted that mammalian genomes are protected from TE
integration in the germline by piRNA mediated pathways (ARAVIN et al. 2008;
O'DONNELL and BOEKE 2007; OBBARD et al. 2009) and loss of a single Piwi homolog has
been linked to upregulated transposition (CARMELL et al. 2007). Elevated Class II TE
presence may also arise from lowered small RNA efficacy in deflecting novel invasions.
RNAi has been shown to specifically target one of the defining features of Class II TEs,
their terminal inverted repeats (SIJEN and PLASTERK 2003); however, TEs can evade
detection when distinct subfamilies are present in low copy numbers (PLASTERK 2002).
The Class II TE expansion in M. lucifugus is diverse, with early representatives from the
Helitron and Tc1/mariner superfamilies giving way to various subfamilies of hATs and
piggyBacs. Similar findings for the taxa described here suggest that vesper bats are
predisposed to accommodate novel TEs.
Loss of Piwi RNA genes may prevent efficient silencing of TEs but does not
explain how Vespertilionidae has been exposed to such a variety of transposons.
Chiroptera may be particularly susceptible to invasion by DNA transposons via their role
as a host for a diverse array of parasites; parasitic TE transmission has been recently
demonstrated by Gilbert et al. (2010) for several tetrapods. Horizontally transferred DNA
transposons have been frequently observed in non-mammals, particularly insects
(ROBERTSON and LAMPE 1995; SÁNCHEZ-GRACIA et al. 2005), and recent analyses have
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shown support for horizontal transfer events involving several mammals including M.
lucifugus (NOVICK et al. 2010; PACE et al. 2008; PAGAN et al. 2010). The ‘life cycle’ of a
DNA transposon ultimately ends with loss of activity (BROOKFIELD 2005), thus without
the introduction of new TEs the shutdown seen in other mammals might also have been
observed in the vesper bats.
Our initial interest in the vesper lineage was spurred by the elevated Class II
activity in genus Myotis. That activity has now been observed in an additional four
genera but is not seen in an equally diverse family of bats, Phyllostomidae. Further
differences were also noted in Class I content; the A. lituratus genome contained the
lowest SINE levels (6.3%), yet also the highest LINE contribution (18.8%). A larger
SINE-to-LINE ratio was observed in N. humeralis, which may suggest an adaptation in
recent Ves subfamilies to more efficiently utilize the LINE enzymatic machinery in this
taxon. Such a scenario is the opposite of that seen in the recent analysis of the orangutan
genome, in which the primate SINE, Alu, has apparently lost its ability to efficiently
mobilize (LOCKE et al. 2011). The autonomous/nonautonomous relationship suggests
competition between LINEs and SINEs as they rival each other for use of mobilization
enzymes (BROOKFIELD 2005; LE ROUZIC and CAPY 2006).
Another concept previously uninvestigated in mammalian studies may involve
competition between the two classes of TEs as they vie for space and resources within the
genome (ABRUSÁN and KRAMBECK 2006). The recent DNA transposon activity in Myotis
presents a unique viewpoint of Class I/Class II interactions in mammalian genomes. Our
data indicate that the rise in Class II TE activity may have been accompanied by a
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decreased Class I TE genome contribution. Vesper bat genera Pipistrellus and Myotis
displayed the highest Class II levels (7.1% and 6.6%) as well as the lowest Class I levels
(18.1% and 18.8%). This trend is amplified when the phyllostomid bat is included
(Figure 3.7, r = -0.86), in which Class II activity is at the lowest end of the spectrum
while Class I levels are the highest of the six taxa. This focused sampling of five
vespertilionid bats and one phyllostomid bat presents the first opportunity to inspect such
patterns of TE diversification and competition within a single mammalian family.
However, while these results are suggestive of a trend, they still represent only six data
points and should be taken with caution.
Comparisons of mammalian TE landscapes have, until now, typically
encompassed relatively diverse taxa. Inferences drawn from a limited sampling of
genomes consisting mostly of model organisms are often broadly applied across taxa.
This strategy is imposed primarily by the substantial costs of whole genome sequencing.
However, the advent of next generation sequencing techniques has provided a leap
forward in terms of gaining genome-level data (if not entire genome assemblies) for nonmodel organisms. Here we have demonstrated the utility of survey sequencing for
generating sufficient data for comparative analyses and descriptions of novel TEs, and
have gathered data suggesting an extensive history of Class II TE activity throughout
Vespertilionidae.
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Mean Read
Length (bp)
397
285
368
285
280
265

295660
403317
233826
86583
135978
122395

A. lituratus

C. rafinesquui

L. borealis

M. austroriparius

N. humeralis

P. subflavus

3.24E+07

3.81E+07

2.47E+07

8.60E+07

1.15E+08

1.01E+08

Total bp

2.26E+09

2.42E+09

3.26E+09

2.56E+09

2.42E+09

2.70E+09

Estimated
Genome Size

1.44%

1.57%

0.76%

3.36%

4.75%

3.75%

99801

108535

67924

169361

317269

255065

18.46%

20.18%

1.17%

1.26%

0.59%

2.43%

27.57%
21.55%

3.74%

3.23%

21.34%

13.73%

% Unique Genome
% Genome
Unique Reads % Replicates
Coverage
Coverage

454 Replicate Filter

The % Genome Coverage was approximated using the mean read length and estimated genome size. A sequencing
artifact filter was applied to the data (% Unique Genome Coverage) before the graph-based repeat discovery and
RepeatMasker analyses to determine genome representation.

Taxon

Total Reads

Table 3.1 454 sequencing summary.
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M. austroriparius

L. borealis

C. rafinesquii

Original
# reads
9595

3820
2582
2469
1755
3324
2174
1076
625
510
748
644
563
303
262

Cluster #
CL1

CL2
CL3
CL4
CL5
CL1
CL2
CL3
CL4
CL5
CL1
CL2
CL3
CL4
CL5

248

226

330

599

677

380

531

847

1956

2919

1601

2249

2538

3526

8625

# Reads
Used in
Contigs

Table 3.2 Top clusters for each taxon.

4

6

16

14

20

15

44

92

80

102

77

37

3

61

283

# Graph
Based
Contigs

1

1

3

1

1

1

3

4

1

1

4

1

1

1

7*

# SeqMan
Contigs

ERV/LTR

HAL1-1B_ML NonLTR/LINE
VES NonLTR/SINE

960
2882

510

L1MAB2_ML NonLTR/LINE

Satellite

L1MAB_ML NonLTR/LINE

2197

Tandem Repeat

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

1663

423

L1MAB _ML NonLTR/LINE

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

L1MAB _ML NonLTR/LINE

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

mtDNA

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

ERV2X1A_I_ML

L1MAB_ML NonLTR/LINE

1467

4182

2973

12262

3343

3775

2814

4842

2347

24730

# RepeatMasker
Element Name Element Family
Reads
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521

614
470

432

345
2092
1596
1408
1282
830
5933
5299
2688
2454
1482

CL2
CL3

CL4

CL5
CL1
CL2
CL3
CL4
CL5
CL1
CL2
CL3
CL4
CL5

1269

2385

2498

4563

5225

790

1157

1151

1430

1634

260

357

399

1093

1818

CL1

41

7

20

169

154

7

37

88

54

65

37

10

26

28

34

# Graph
Based
Contigs

3

1

1

5

4

1

1

6

1

3

2

1*

2*

2

4

# SeqMan
Contigs

2321

2609

3131

11493

24398

926

2002

4994

5329

2934

3218

512

229

226

2101

1397

10436

ERV/LTR

Satellite

DNA/Helitron

ERV/LTR

DNA/Helitron

Tandem Repeat

Tandem Repeat

Tandem Repeat

HAL1-3_ML

L1-4_PVa

Tandem Repeat

Satellite

Satellite

Satellite

NonLTR/LINE

NonLTR/LINE

Satellite

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

nHelitron1_Ps

L1MAB_ML NonLTR/LINE

Tandem Repeat

nHelitron1_Nh

ERV2X1A_I_ML

L1MAB_ML NonLTR/LINE

ERV2X1A_I_ML

L1MAB_ML NonLTR/LINE

HAL1-1A_ML NonLTR/LINE

VES NonLTR/SINE

# RepeatMasker
Element Name Element Family
Reads

Information regarding the content of the graph-based cluster from TGICL is provided, including the original number
of contigs which were submitted to SeqMan. The SeqMan contigs were then submitted to CENSOR for
identification.

A. lituratus

P. subflavus

N. humeralis

# Reads
Used in
Contigs

Original
# reads

Cluster #

Table 3.2 (continued)
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Mariner2_Ml
nhAT1_Nh
Mariner1_Lb
nhAT4_Nh
nhAT2_Nh
nMariner2_Lb
nHelitron1_Ps
nhAT3_Nh
nMariner1_Lb
nHelitron1_Ml
nHelitron1_Lb
nHelitron1_Nh
nHelitron2_Ps
nHelitron1_Cr
nHeliVes1_Ps
Mariner1_Ps
nHelitron3_Ps
nMariner1_Ps
Mariner1_Ml
nhAT5_Nh

803
192
2294
203
246
231
1207
213
184
1534
993
1183
220
364
870
1293
216
279
1211
337

Length (bp)

345

235

67
198
16

347

235

ORF
(aa)

32

16
29

28
16
25
16
16
25

TIR (bp)
349
404
23
127
61
518
33
47
54
859
209
34
39
74

N*
0.0188
0.0194
0.0197
0.0223
0.0228
0.0268
0.0416
0.0509
0.0639
0.0781
0.0905
0.0916
0.1119
0.1208

Average
K2P
0.0005
0.0006
0.0024
0.0018
0.0012
0.0006
0.0041
0.0066
0.0032
0.0016
0.0019
0.0055
0.0113
0.0041

Std Err
8.5
8.8
9.0
10.1
10.4
12.2
18.9
23.2
29.1
35.5
41.1
41.7
50.8
54.9

Average Age (My)**

Elements shown in bold are lineage-specific (indicated on phylogeny). Names preceded by an “n” are
nonautonomous. Age estimations are only shown if >20 hits of appropriate length were obtained for the
analysis.

8

6
7

1
2
3
4
5

Element

Table 3.3 Characteristics and ages of novel TEs.
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A) Each read begins at a different position and flanking sequence to the repetitive element is easily identifiable. B) Each read
begins at the same position and all reads are nearly identical and in the same orientation, indicating a likely sequencing
artifact.

Figure 3.1 Valid repetitive elements versus sequencing artifact.

B)

A)

Figure 3.2 Validation for M. austroriparius cluster 1 contig.
The SeqMan contig created from cluster 1 was queried against the M. lucifugus WGS
using BlastN to confirm that the contig had been correctly assembled and was repetitive.
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Figure 3.3 Dotter analysis of M. austroriparius cluster 4.
The SeqMan contig was submitted to Dotter, which compares the sequence to itself (x
and y axes) to search for internal repeats. The tandem repeats observed here were
confirmed from the TRF/TRAP analysis which identified 2.9 copies of a 381 bp repeat.
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The shape of the graph could differentiate between LINEs (linear), SINEs (star-shaped), satellite DNA (amorphous), and
LTRs/mtDNA (circular) for many of the clusters.

Figure 3.4 Graph layout indicates repeat type.
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TSDs (underlined) for the nested Ves insertion (inside vertical black bars) are variable lengths, suggesting independent
insertion events. nhAT TSDs are lowercase, and TIRs are shaded. The Ves insertion interrupted the second TIR, which was
replicated in the Ves TSDs. Alignment is from the M. lucifugus 2x WGS.

Figure 3.5 Ves optimal insertion site within nhAT2_ML.

Lasiurus

Corynorhinus

Pipistrellus

Nycticeius

Myotis

Artibeus
Figure 3.6 Genome representation of the TE classes.
The first column portrays repeat content relative to genomic DNA; the second column
contains only the repetitive DNA. Phylogeny is modified from Lack and van Den
Bussche (2010).
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A. literatus

L. borealis

C. rafinesquii

N. humeralis

M. austroriparius
P. subflavus

Figure 3.7 Correlation of Class I and Class II TE activity.
Initial data suggest that TE activity may be inversely related between the two classes such
that higher Class II genome representation is accompanied by a decrease in Class I
content (r = -0.86036).
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CHAPTER IV
REDUCED SINE ACTIVITY IN A MAMMALIAN GENOME
WITH RECENTLY ACTIVE DNA TRANSPOSONS

Abstract
For the last forty million years, transposable element (TE) activity in mammals
has been limited almost exclusively to Class I retrotransposons. Members of the bat
family Vespertilionidae are the sole known exceptions to this rule. One species in
particular, Myotis lucifugus, has been the subject of substantial study in this regard.
Several waves of Class II TE activity have defined the recent genomic history of this bat,
providing an opportunity to examine the dynamics and potential impacts of this activity
on its most numerous retrotransposons, the Ves SINE family. Herein, we describe
historical patterns of Ves activity in the context of competing DNA transposons. We find
that Ves activity has decreased significantly over the recent past, to be replaced by high
levels of non-autonomous DNA transposon activity. Embedded within a subset of the
DNA elements, there are integration targets for Ves providing the possibility for
movement of chimeras, which could potentially increase both SINE and Class II TE
frequency in Myotis. Additionally, analysis of Ves insertion site preference and the
observation that Ves carries its own insertion motif reveal that the decline of Ves activity
is not due to saturation of target sites in the genome. Instead, we suggest that competition
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with the invading Class II families and/or evolution of a reduced capacity for utilizing
LINE encoded enzymes may have impeded recent SINE expansion in Myotis.

Introduction
Class I transposable elements (TEs), the retrotransposons, represent the largest
class of repetitive sequences in mammals. This is exemplified by the high prevalence of
long and short interspersed elements (LINEs and SINEs) in the human genome, in which
the dominant primate SINE, Alu, has reached over one million copies in the human
genome and continues to multiply (EL-SAWY and DEININGER 2005). Retrotransposons are
distinguished from Class II TEs, DNA transposons, by their mobilization methods.
Retrotransposons undergo transcription into mRNA, followed by reverse transcription.
Class I TEs are further subdivided based on whether they contain long terminal repeats
(LTR or non-LTR elements). Non-LTR elements utilize target primed reverse
transcription (TPRT) to insert cDNA into a new location (LUAN et al. 1993). Reverse
transcriptase, endonuclease, and an RNA-binding protein are required for this mechanism
and are encoded by full-length autonomous elements, LINEs (OSTERTAG and KAZAZIAN
2001). Non-autonomous non-LTR elements such as SINEs exhibit sequence similarity
with LINEs and exploit it such that they interact in trans with the same protein products
(OKADA et al. 1997).
Both autonomous and nonautonomous TEs are also present among the Class II
TEs. In these cases, the transposase encoded by autonomous elements is used to excise
the TE from a donor location and insert it directly into a target location. Non-autonomous
non-LTR retrotransposons are often derived from small non-coding RNAs; however,
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non-autonomous DNA transposons typically consist of the smaller versions of their
autonomous partners, usually the two terminal inverted repeats with the intervening
sequence removed or replaced by random sequence.
Several families of Class II TEs, both autonomous and non-autonomous, have
demonstrated high levels of activity into the recent past in the little brown bat, Myotis
lucifugus (PRITHAM and FESCHOTTE 2007; RAY et al. 2008; RAY et al. 2007), which is
atypical when compared to model mammalian genomes (LANDER et al. 2001; LINDBLADTOH et al. 2005; WATERSTON et al. 2002). To investigate the interplay between the two
classes, we have characterized the history of the dominant SINE family, Ves
(BORODULINA and KRAMEROV 1999), in relation to other TEs, focusing on M. lucifugus.
Furthermore, we performed 454 survey sequencing on five additional species to
characterize their repetitive landscapes. We find that SINE activity has been severely
curtailed over the recent past in M. lucifugus, possibly in response to the activity of DNA
transposons. We have also identified several chimeric contigs that include members from
both classes. Rather than being mis-assemblies, these appear to be nested insertions with
the potential to produce functional chimeras. We propose that the elevated Class II
activity previously described in M. lucifugus was accompanied by a corresponding
slowdown of Class I activity, possibly to preserve genomic stability.
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Methods

Characterization of Ves in M. lucifugus
To determine genome representation, the entire 2x WGS was masked using a
library of all Ves subfamilies found in RepBase (VES, Ves2_ML, Ves2B_ML,
Ves3_ML, Ves4_ML). Non-overlapping hits spanning at least 50% of the appropriate
consensus were tallied. The most recently active subfamily, VES, was used to identify the
preferred target site for the Ves family. RepeatMasker output was used to extract 100
random insertions; 74 of these were full-length insertions, and the 25 bp immediately
upstream (5’) were submitted to the MEME (Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation)
webserver (BAILEY and ELKAN 1994). The resulting motif was then submitted to FIMO
(Find Individual Motif Occurrences) to search a random subset of M. lucifugus sequences
(4.95 x 106 bp) and results were extrapolated to the full WGS (1.67 x 109 bp) to estimate
motif frequency.

454 survey sequencing
Genomic
Corynorhinus

DNA

from

five

vespertilionid

rafinesquii, Pipistrellus

bats

(Myotis

subflavus, Lasiurus

austroriparius,

borealis, Nycticeius

humeralis) was sequenced using Roche FLX (L. borealis) or titanium chemistry
(remaining taxa, lower DNA concentrations) at the Georgia Genomic Facility (Table 3.1).
Data was filtered for sequencing artifacts (http://microbiomes.msu.edu/replicates/), then
passed through a TGICL-based pipeline as described by Novak et al. (2010) to cluster
repetitive sequences and create contigs. Contigs representing presumed TE family
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sequences were further assembled using SeqMan (DNASTAR, Madison, WI) to generate
consensus sequences and each consensus was submitted to CENSOR (JURKA et al. 1996)
to identify similarities to known TEs in RepBase (JURKA et al. 2005).
In several cases, a Class I and a Class II TE were both found within the consensus
for a presumed repeat family. Each chimeric assembly was investigated independently to
determine if single reads spanning both TEs could be identified. For most, this was not
possible due to the short nature of 454 reads (ours averaged ~300bp, Table 3.1). Thus, we
used the putative consensus sequences to query the M. lucifugus WGS (2x coverage,
AAPE00000000) using a local BlastN search. The top 40 unique hits for each were
extracted from the WGS with 500 bp flanking sequence using custom Perl scripts and
aligned with MUSCLE (EDGAR 2004). Final consensus sequences were inferred from
these alignments using BioEdit (HALL 1999) and structural hallmarks for each TE present
were confirmed. For example, NNNTANNN target site duplications (TSDs) are specific
for the hAT superfamily in Myotis (RAY et al. 2008) along with 16 bp terminal inverted
repeats (TIRs). Outermost portions of Helitrons were recognized by their 5' TC (flanked
by a host A) and 3' CTRR (flanked by a host T), as well as a 16 to 20 bp inverted repeat
(IR) near the 3’ end (KAPITONOV and JURKA 2001). Variable-length TIRs have been
described for SINEs as a result of the nick-primed insertion mechanism (JURKA 1997;
LEVY et al. 2009). We were therefore able to identify multiple full-length hits for several
nested insertions involving a Class I and a Class II TE in the M. lucifugus WGS.
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Nested insertion analyses

Identification
We noted that each of the nested target sites identified as described above
involved members of the Ves family of SINEs, either as the internal insertion or as the
insertion site for other TEs. We therefore altered our methods to obtain data specific for
nested TE insertions involving Ves. First, a local BlastN search was performed using
VES as a query against one quarter of the M. lucifugus WGS. Unique hits were extracted
along with 200 bp flanks and assembled in SeqMan. A minimum of six reads for contig
assembly was used as a cutoff to select for TEs into which VES was repeatedly nesting at
the same location. These contigs were submitted to RepBase for identification and used
as a second BlastN query of the entire WGS. The top 40 hits were extracted with 200 bp
flanks and aligned using MUSCLE. If the boundaries of the full insertion were not
recovered (i.e., similar flanking sequences were observed at the ends of the original
query), the process was repeated using a 500 bp extension outward until random flanking
sequence was recovered in the alignment. Consensus sequences were inferred from the
alignments using BioEdit and queried against RepBase to identify TE components in
addition to VES. Open reading frames (ORFs) were identified with NCBI’s ORF Finder
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/gorf.html) to determine whether any coding regions
were intact.
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Age analyses
An additional nested insertion analysis was performed to determine overlapping
periods of TE activity for a library of Ves and nhAT subfamilies, the most numerous of
the recently active Class II TEs in the M. lucifugus genome. RepeatMasker data was
obtained for the full M. lucifugus WGS, then submitted to TinT (CHURAKOV et al. 2010),
a tool that dates TEs on the assumption that only younger elements can insert into older
ones. Independent validation of relative activity periods was performed by running a
custom Perl script (PAGAN et al. 2010) on the RepeatMasker output that removes hypermutable CpG sites and calculates Kimura 2-Parameter distances from a consensus. Data
was parsed to remove any RepeatMasker hits less than 90% of the length of the
respective query consensus sequence (high stringency). We then applied a mutation rate,
2.366 x 10-9 (RAY et al. 2008), to determine approximate dates for each insertion.
Finally, an additional RepeatMasker run was performed on ¼ of the WGS using a
custom library of M. lucifugus Class II TEs, LINEs, and SINEs to discern whether other
DNA transposons also frequently carried nested SINEs. RepeatMasker output was again
used to determine Kimura 2-Parameter distances excluding CpG sites; data was divided
according to element type (LINEs, SINEs, hATs, piggyBacs, Tc/Mariners, Helitrons),
thus all hits were used (low stringency). The total number of bases for each hit was tallied
to determine genome contribution.
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Results

Ves target site and tandem insertions
RepeatMasker analysis identified 398,673 non-overlapping hits spanning at least
50% of the appropriate Ves subfamily consensus in the M. lucifugus WGS (1.674 x 109
bp). MEME detected a TTAAAAA (T2A5) target site motif for VES. This is similar to
other studies of mammalian SINEs which utilize the same TTTT|AA antisense and
complementary TT|AAAA sense endonuclease cleavage sites as L1 (JURKA 1997; LEVY
et al. 2009) (Figure 4.1). Assuming a target site with a frequency of once every 47
(16,384) bp, an estimated 102,164 perfect insertion sites would be present in the WGS.
FIMO analyses determined a higher motif frequency of once every 750 bp (p-value <
0.0001), which extrapolates to 2.23 x 106 sites in the WGS.
The T2A5 motif is a characteristic feature of the 3’ end of subfamily VES. This
arrangement allows each new insertion of VES to introduce an additional potential
insertion site. Indeed, we confirmed more than 200 instances of tandem insertions (a
minimum of two adjacent insertions) in the M. lucifugus WGS. Combinations of different
Ves subfamilies were noted, but only VES carried the canonical motif, whereas one
mismatch was present in each of the other subfamily consensus sequences. The motif
occurs within the last 11 bp of the VES consensus, such that a tandem insertion will
produce TSDs from the flanking host sequence at the specific locus rather than from the
initial VES sequence (Figure 4.2). In all cases observed, the tandem insertions were in the
same orientation. Nested insertions (Ves within Ves) can be distinguished from tandem
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Ves insertions because they derive their TSDs from the host TE rather than the flanking
sequence.

Ves integration within other TEs
Figure 4.3 illustrates the composition of six transposable elements harboring a
Ves insertion for which at least ten different copies were recovered (Table 4.1).
Described below are cases of nested VES insertions within four different nhAT
subfamilies, while the fifth involves a nHelitron and the final example is for a Class I
non-LTR TE.
First, nhAT2_ML/VES, comprises a VES that inserted into a TIR of nhAT2_ML,
resulting in overlap of the VES TSD and nhAT TIR (Figure 3.5). The alignment shows
that the VES insertion site is nearly identical for all loci. Furthermore, the intact TIRs
may still allow for movement of the nhAT transposon along with the VES hitchhiker.
However, varying lengths of the VES TSD are evidence of multiple insertion events such
that this element apparently does not mobilize as a unit. The second integration site
recovered for VES within an nhAT (nhAT1_ML/VES) also preserved intact Class II TIRs,
but variable TSD lengths again point to separate integrations.
Multiple independent insertion events were also found in nhAT4a_ML/VES and
nhAT5a_ML/VES. These two nhAT subfamilies are similar enough that it appears VES
inserted at the same location when aligned together; however, the TSDs in each case are
different revealing that the SINE inserted independently into each subfamily (Figure 4.5).
These data are indicative of separate insertion events, and again variable TSD lengths
were observed in the full alignment suggesting multiple nested insertion events.
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A nested insertion first observed in C. rafinesquii and confirmed in M. lucifugus
was of particular interest (nHelitron1_Cr/Ves4_ML). An alignment of 248 of these
sequences distinguished this case from the others in that the SINE TSDs were nearly
identical across all examples (Figure 4.5A). Furthermore, several diagnostic positions in
the nested SINE differ from the consensus for Ves4_ML (Figure 4.5B). These data are
strong indications that this is a chimeric nHelitron that retained its ability to mobilize
after the SINE insertion.
Finally, another case of note was HAL1-1A_ML/VES. Multiple instances of a
VES insertion into the 3’ UTR of the autonomous non-LTR retrotransposon, HAL11A_ML, were observed. While not capable of autonomous movement, HAL1-1A_ML
carries a single ORF which is analogous to ORF1 in full-length L1 elements. The RNAbinding protein from ORF1 increases the efficiency of mobilization by L1 ORF2p,
allowing HAL1-1A_ML to more efficiently capture LINE enzymes (BAO and JURKA
2010). The variation in TSD length indicates that multiple insertion events have occurred,
yet VES insertions lie outside the ORF suggesting that chimeric movement is possible.
However, only four examples of full-length HAL1-1A/VES pairings were recovered;
while the nested VES did not disrupt the ORF, indels and frameshift mutations had
interrupted the ORF in all cases.

Integration of other TEs into Ves
Several subfamilies of Ves harbor internal target sites for other TEs (Figure 4.6),
including fellow Ves SINEs (Ves2_ML/VES, VES/VES). The nested Ves insertions
again showed variable TSD lengths suggesting that each of these is a separate event. In
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the next two examples, however, the question of independent insertion event versus
mobile chimeras is more difficult. First, the subfamily Ves2_ML harbors nested
nhAT1_ML insertions. Second, a VES host to an nHelitron target site was found in both
C. rafinesquii and M. lucifugus (VES/nHelitron2_Cr). The difficulty in interpretation
arises due to the facts that nhATs consistently produce an 8 bp TSD and nHelitrons insert
inside a host TA site with no duplication. Thus, there is no way to discern whether a
nested insertion occurred once and this was followed by mobilization of the chimera, or if
each occurrence represents a separate nested insertion event. However, the
Ves2_ML/nhAT1_ML alignment depicts sequence divergence among the SINE portions
consistent with older Ves2_ML insertion dates, as opposed to high conservation of the
nested nhATs suggesting their integration was more recent.

Age analyses
Our TinT analysis (Figure 4.7A) suggests long periods of activity for Class I Ves
TEs in sharp contrast to the short bursts of activity for Class II nhAT subfamilies. The
number of Ves subfamily copies recognized by TinT (472,154) was much greater than
the number of nhATs (116,624), providing an increased likelihood that any given TE
would randomly insert into a Ves rather than an nhAT. Indeed, .498% of nhAT copies
were identified as nested within Ves TEs, as opposed to only .111% inserted within other
nhATs. However, the percentage of Ves elements nested within other Ves elements
(.162%) was similar for Ves nested within nhATs (.130%). This discrepancy may be a
consequence of the optimal integration motif located at the 3’ end of Ves, which could
favor tandem over nested insertions.
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High-stringency divergence analyses reveal a sharp decrease in Ves SINE activity
concurrent with the appearance of nhAT in M. lucifugus (Figure 4.7B). All Ves
subfamilies declined over the past 20 Myr, while the VES subfamily alone exhibits a
slight increase in the very recent past. RepeatMasker identified 253 hits that inserted
between 2 and 4 Ma. However, over twice that number (523) can be dated to within the
last two million years, the first increase in activity noted for any of the SINE subfamilies
in the last 20 Myr. Low-stringency divergence analyses comparing LINEs, SINEs, and
Class II superfamilies again support an inverse relationship between SINEs and the hAT
superfamily (Figure 4.8), which is accompanied by slight peaks in the piggyBac
(relatively new residents in the genome) and Tc/Mariner superfamilies as well (RAY et al.
2008). Of interest in this figure is the decline of LINE activity, which does not exhibit the
recent resurgence observed for VES. The LINE enzymes might be active in trans but a
deterrent to retrotransposition of the full-length TEs is still in effect.

Discussion
The major players in the recent TE history of M. lucifugus are Ves SINEs and the
hAT family of DNA transposons. Elevated Class II TE activity resulting from the
invasion of the hAT family is accompanied by a fall in Class I activity (Figures 4.7B and
4.8). Competition among different types of TEs for genomic resources has been described
previously (ABRUSÁN and KRAMBECK 2006; BROOKFIELD 2005; ROUZIC and CAPY
2006), and this is the first opportunity to examine such interactions between both TE
classes in mammals. Our observations of an inverse relationship between Ves and nhAT
activity may be explained by three potential scenarios. First, a neutral relationship must
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be considered, in that neither family impacted the other and the inverse activity pattern is
only a random occurrence. The second is that a decrease in Ves activity may have freed a
niche which allowed nhATs to proliferate. In contrast, the final scenario is that nhATs
invaded and somehow forced a decrease in Ves activity.
The possibility that the elevated Class II and lowered Class I activity levels have
only incidentally occurred is difficult to rule out with only one sample (M. lucifugus).
However, we have also observed similar relationships between Class I and Class II
composition within the 454 sequences from the five vespertilionid taxa as well as from a
phyllostomid bat (Figure 3.7). This suggests that the two classes are indeed linked via an
inverse relationship.
The hAT family may have experienced its success by invading the genome as Ves
elements were already on the decline. Three key points will be discussed regarding this
scenario: 1) the number of potential Ves integration sites in the genome, 2) the impacts of
Class II TEs on the number of integration sites as well as chimera formation, and 3) the
current viability of LINEs for mobilizing Ves.
With a copy number of nearly 400,000 and a 7-bp target insertion site, the number
of remaining exact target motifs would be expected to be scarce and might explain the
steady and sharp fall in activity of Ves subfamilies observed over the last 20 Myr in M.
lucifugus (Figure 4.7B). However, like many other SINES, Ves elements may be capable
of inserting into approximate sites; the MEME-characterized target site was identified in
only half of the upstream sequences for VES. Therefore, the number of possible insertion
sites has likely been greatly underestimated. If we allow for mismatches, the number of
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target sites increases sharply. Allowing one mismatch increases the number of potential
sites in the genome to 2.96 x 106 from the previous estimate of 102,164; allowing two
mismatches raises that to 5.93 x 106 (MOSES and SINHA 2009). FIMO reported that even
the perfect 7-bp motif was present more frequently than expected (estimated once every
16,384 bp; FIMO observed once every 750 bp). The inflated value returned by FIMO
might be explained by our finding that VES carries the exact 7-bp motif (T2A5) in the 3’
end, such that every complete insertion event would generate a new optimal integration
site and lead to tandem insertions (Figure 4.2). Similar findings for tandem Alu in the
human genome were interpreted as a consequence of saturation of insertion sites (ELSAWY and DEININGER 2005). However, they found that elements inserting in tandem to a
previous insertion used an integration site that differed from the optimal target motif, in
contrast to the perfect target motif used by the tandem insertions described here.
We also suggest that Class II TEs might aid in prolonging Ves activity in the
genome. The recent invasion by Class II TEs has provided an influx of new raw sequence
material, and several of the more active subfamilies harbor optimal integration sites for
Ves elements. Ves activity significantly decreased concurrently with the peak of nhAT
activity, yet we found that an increase in nhATs may offer opportunity for a subsequent
co-expansion of SINEs. The T2A5 target motif is present in nhAT2_ML, for example
(Figure 3.5), and VES has repeatedly exploited this insertion site.
Another consideration for Class I/Class II interactions is the potential for chimera
formation. At least two published methods utilize nested insertions to obtain relative
activity periods for TEs (CHURAKOV et al. 2010; GIORDANO et al. 2007), and knowledge
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of active chimeras will impact interpretation of output from these methods. Our
hypotheses for potential chimeric movement of a TE carrying a nested insertion were
derived from the identity of the outermost 5’ and 3’ sequence. A Class I mechanism was
assumed for potential chimeras in which the outermost portions were Ves in origin
(particularly the 3' poly-A tail) and TSDs were recovered. If Class II TSDs were
recovered along with TIRs, then a Class II mechanism could mobilize the chimera.
Chimeric transcripts of two Class I TEs have been described previously in a
vespertilionid bat; the LINE/SINE/LINE chimeric relationship in Pipistrellus kuhli
described by Fantaccione et al. (2008) is similar to HAL1-1A_ML/VES. We also
describe a likely Class I/Class II chimera; conserved TSD lengths in nHelitron1Cr/Ves4_ML (Figure 4.5) may be the result of chimeric movement of a Ves element
within a Helitron. The nested Ves has achieved multiple copies via hitchhiking inside the
Helitron and thus is not reliant on an autonomous element of its own class. Similar
findings have been cited outside Mammalia in Anolis caroliensis, involving a Helitron
and a Sauria SINE (PISKUREK et al. 2009). Furthermore, this mode of exploitation could
be particularly helpful for future SINE proliferation if LINEs continue their downward
trend (Figure 4.8).
Questions still remain with regard to whether some deterrent to Ves mobilization
arose and provided an opening for DNA transposons. Saturation of integration sites does
not seem a likely reason for the decrease in Ves mobilization, which leaves loss of
retrotransposition capability as the standing alternative to competition with Class II TEs
to explain the drop in SINE activity. Rather than diminished capacity for parasitizing
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LINE mobilization enzymes, the decreased SINE activity may be a reflection of reduced
activity also experienced by the autonomous elements (Figure 4.8). A downward trend is
apparent for LINEs particularly in the recent past. However, the beginning of a potential
resurgence was indicated by a slight increase in the very recent past (~2 Ma) for
subfamily VES. This is surprising, as a revival of LINE activity would be expected to
precede the small rise in VES activity, but may indicate that the SINE activity is driven
by LINE enzymes which are still effective in trans. A more focused analysis on LINE
ORF divergence is needed to determine if they are still capable of transcription into a
functional enzyme. Other instances of decreased SINE activity described in mammals
have not been associated with elevated Class II activity, for instance in orangutans
(LOCKE et al. 2011); however, the authors suggest this may be attributed to an inhibitor
that targets retroviral activity in primates (BOGERD et al. 2006) or mutations that limited
accessibility of LINE enzymes for SINE mobility. Our observations encompass the
decline of both LINEs and SINEs, indicative of a class-wide phenomenon.
Several pieces of evidence are in accord with the final scenario, in which nhATs
negatively impacted Ves activity. First, our age analyses depict the rise of Class II TEs
while Ves was at its peak, rather than after the fall. Furthermore, at least one subfamily of
Ves still remains active. Therefore, whatever mechanisms are at play to repress
retrotransposition may be reversible, as they appear to be subsiding now that nhATs have
fallen from their own activity peak. Perhaps the larger autonomous retrotransposons
might also make a comeback as the hAT family recedes. A host genome is limited by the
total level of TE activity it can withstand before the potential for mutations becomes a
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threat to genomic stability. While Class I TEs typically endure for long periods, the short
activity bursts which characterize Class II TEs could interrupt a previously stable host/TE
relationship. Class II TEs will eventually phase out, but it would be to the benefit of Class
I TEs to temporarily restrict activity and preserve the host.
The dramatic decrease in Ves activity concurrent with nhAT peak activity
suggests that the activities of the two classes are inversely related. Although activity and
TinT analyses would predict the imminent quiescence of the Ves family, our analyses
reveal methods for continued expansion via existing Ves, LINE, and Class II insertions in
Myotis. The small rise in recent VES copy number observed might be Ves reclaiming its
niche as Class II TEs begin their inevitable descent to inactivation (BROOKFIELD 2005),
although it is too early to infer a definitive pattern. The ‘stealth’ model (HAN et al. 2005)
recently proposed as an explanation for the longevity of Alu in the human genome might
also be applicable to Ves, such that a lull in activity does not necessarily mean extinction
for this SINE.
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Table 4.1 Nested Ves insertions.
A)
Host TE
Nested TE
Source
nhAT2_ML
VES
Myotis austroriparius*
nhAT1_ML
VES
Myotis lucifugus
nHelitron1_Cr
Ves4_ML
Corynorhinus rafinesquii*
nhAT4a_ML
VES
Myotis lucifugus
nhAT5a_ML
VES
Myotis lucifugus
Ves2_ML
nhAT1_ML
Myotis lucifugus
VES
nHelitron2_Cr Corynorhinus rafinesquii*
Ves2_ML
VES
Myotis lucifugus
HAL1-1A_ML
VES
Myotis lucifugus
VES
VES
Myotis lucifugus

N
48
10
248
112
14
73
98
117
23
23

B)
Host
VES
Ves2B_ML
Ves2_ML
Ves3_ML
Ves4_ML
nhAT1_ML
nhAT2_ML
nhAT3_ML
nhAT4a_ML
nhAT4b_ML
nhAT5a_ML
nhAT5b_ML
nhAT6_ML

# Ves Insertions
31
80
48
110
68
195
48
107
93
3
65
50
33

A) BlastN queries using VES revealed several target sites within other TEs. Host TEs are
shown if at least ten copies were found of the nested TE at approximately the same
insertion location. The number of instances where both TEs are found is shown. B) TinT
analysis of nested Ves insertions within nhAT and other Ves subfamilies.
*Not enough copies were present within the 454 sequence data to produce an alignment. However, all were
present in M. lucifugus, allowing us to perform the analyses using WGS data.
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MEME analysis of 5’ 25 bp flanking sequence revealed a TTAAAAA target motif from 38 random full-length VES insertions
(E-value 9.6 x 10-21).

Figure 4.1 VES insertion motif.

[CGT][TC][AT][TGC][TC][TA]TTAAAAA[TA][TAC][AT][AT][TAG][TCG][AT][TC][CTA]
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Vertical lines indicate the starting point of each Ves. Target site duplications flank each Ves and are specific to the unique
host flanking sequence. While the T2A5 insertion motif is recognizable upstream of only a few of the initial insertions, Ves(1)
creates an ideal insertion sequence for Ves(2).

Figure 4.2 Alignment of tandem Ves insertions from Myotis lucifugus WGS.
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Six transposable elements were identified that harbor repeated Ves integrations (10 or more occurrences, see Table 4.1A) at
the same position. Five were Class II transposons primarily from the hAT superfamily.

Figure 4.3 Nested Ves insertions.

*TE is in reverse orientation
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The VES TSD from nhAT4a_ML differs from the VES TSD from nhAT5a_ML due to separate integrations at the same motif
into each subfamily; canonical TTAAAAA was not present. Vertical lines denote the start/end of the VES nested insertion.

Figure 4.4 Independent insertions of VES into nhAT4a_ML and nhAT5a_ML.
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Repeated integrations of other Ves subfamilies and Class II transposons also occurred within Ves.

Figure 4.6 Nested TEs within Ves.

*TE is in reverse orientation
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A) Nested insertion analysis was used to recreate likely periods of TE activity. B) Divergence from the respective consensus
for each subfamily was calculated excluding CpG sites. Genomic frequency shows number RepeatMasker hits within 90% of
query length.

Figure 4.7 Age analyses of Ves and nhAT subfamilies in M. lucifugus.

B)

A)

Time
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LINEs and SINEs have been the dominant repeats for most of the past, but have decreased significantly to be replaced
primarily by the hAT superfamily. Ages were estimated using Kimura 2-Parameter divergence (excluding CpG sites) and
2.366 x 10-9 mutation rate.

Figure 4.8 Divergence analyses of SINEs, LINEs, and Class II superfamilies in ¼ of M. lucifugus WGS.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation has analyzed the repetitive landscapes of non-model organisms
using traditional whole genome sequence projects and survey pyrosequencing. The
application of a broad rule for describing mobile element activity in Mammalia was
challenged. Exceptions to the generalizations procured from model mammalian analyses
were uncovered, in that Class II transposable elements have been recently active in not
only Chiroptera but also a primate lineage. Analyses of genomes with recently active
Class I and Class II TEs allowed us to elucidate interactions between the two repeat
types. A negative impact of elevated DNA transposon activity on retrotransposon activity
was described, as well as potential for chimeric movement.
The widespread loss of Class II TE activity in mammals had already been
contested following analyses showing recently active DNA transposons in Myotis
lucifugus (RAY et al. 2008; RAY et al. 2007). The generalization was still thought to hold
true within the more thoroughly sampled primate lineage (PACE and FESCHOTTE 2007),
yet in Chapter II recent amplification of DNA transposons is shown for the strepsirrhine
primate, Microcebus murinus. Novel elements were characterized which were shown to
be lineage-specific, providing further evidence for their recent activity. A horizontal
transfer event was also uncovered for a piggyBac element previously identified from M.
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lucifugus. Model organisms are invaluable for elucidating gene function and conserved
pathways; however, advances in molecular methodology can be hindered by focused
sampling. Through exploration of non-model organisms, a piggyBac variant with
demonstrated efficacy for invading mammalian cells has been identified and can be
developed into a useful vector.
Limited 454 pyrosequencing described in Chapter III provided an opportunity to
confirm the recently active Class II TEs in the genus Myotis, as well as in four other
vespertilionid taxa. The elevated contribution of DNA transposons to genomic content in
these species does not extend to the phyllostomid outgroup included in the analysis. The
repetitive landscapes were not uniform among the vesper bats; variation exists in Class I
retrotransposons which may reflect differing abilities among taxa for SINE to recruit
LINE encoded mobilization enzymes. Furthermore, although consistently greater than the
~2% genomic contribution in humans, variation in Class II composition was partially
attributed to lineage-specific transposon families. Vespertilionidae appears to be more
accessible to DNA transposons, which has led to higher occurrence but also multiple
independent invasions. This extended sampling within a single family revealed not only
early diversification of repetitive DNA landscapes, but also allowed a pattern to emerge.
A relationship between the two classes of mobile elements became clear via comparative
analyses of all six taxa. Genera with the highest composition of Class II TEs also carried
the lowest level of Class I TEs, as well as the reverse, indicating a negative correlation.
The potential for Class II TEs to negatively impact Class I activity levels was
demonstrated in Chapter IV, where the decline of Class I Ves SINEs may be the result of
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the Class II hAT invasion. Continued mobilization and recent rise in activity of one Ves
subfamily suggests that SINEs are still capable of mobility. The timing of events suggests
a direct relationship between Class I and Class II TEs; Ves activity decreased while
nhATs increased and appears to be making a comeback now that nhATs have fallen from
their peak. The interplay of the two classes was also highlighted by the finding of
repeated integrations of a SINE at the same location in multiple copies of a Class II TE,
as well as the reverse. This relationship, which was characterized for seven Class I/Class
II pairings, has developed into a mobile chimeric element in at least one case. A novel
Ves subfamily (similar to Ves4_ML) has been carried within a Helitron TE, freeing its
reliance on LINE enzymatic machinery.
The data presented here has shown the utility of non-model organism sequencing
projects, the variation in repetitive landscapes which can evolve within a single
mammalian family, and the potential consequences of simultaneously active Class I and
Class II TEs. An extension of the 454 survey sequencing performed here could inform
the contribution TEs make in evolutionary progression. Results from the six taxa
described here provide compelling evidence for genera and family (Vespertilionidae and
Phyllostomidae) level differences in mobile element composition. Similar analyses of
additional taxa are needed to determine if those genetic differences are correlated with
differences in phenotype and if timing of transposon invasion is consistent with the
timing of divergence for multiple lineages. Transposable elements are mutagenic
components of the genome and have long been recognized for their ability to alter genetic
material and its expression. Contributions to host viability have been catalogued in a
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variety of species leading to hypotheses of their role in propelling speciation events
(KIDWELL and LISCH 1997; VOLFF 2006; ZEH et al. 2009). The unique repetitive content
shown here for Vespertilionidae along with its considerable number of species suggests it
could be useful for determining TE-driven evolutionary events.
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APPENDIX A
CHAPTER II SUPPLEMENTARY ALIGNMENTS
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Figure A.1 Comparative analysis for npiggy1_Mm.
Five insertion loci shown from the M. murinus WGS were found to be empty
(npiggy1_Mm was absent) at orthologous loci in the O. garnettii WGS. Vertical lines
flanked by TTAA TSDs denote the start/end of npiggy1_Mm.
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Figure A.2 Comparative analysis for npiggy2_Mm.
Five npiggy2_ML insertion loci from M. murinus were shown to be empty in O. garnettii.
A Non-LTR insertion is present in O. garnettii contig 444854.
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Figure A.3 PCR and sequencing of npiggy1_Mm loci.
Two insertion loci shown here were confirmed in M. murinus while empty sites were
confirmed in C. medius and L. catta.
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